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GEOLOGIST'S REPORT 

M. J, BOYLEN ENGINEERING OFFICES

ATTVPOD LAKE AREA. ONTARIO 

(Project 343 ~ Seeber Group)

INTRODUCTION

This report was written following the completion of a detailed 

mapping and trenching programme performed on two claims (KK-22999 and 

KK-23000) of an 18 claim group located in Northwestern Ontario,

PROPERTY

The property was staked in early 1961 by 0. A. Seeber and con 

sists of 18 claims numbered KK~22992 to KK-23009 inclusive.

LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY

The property is located in the Kowkash Mining Division of Ontario. 

It is situated about 3 miles south of petawanga Lake on the Albany River and 

about 110 miles northwest of Nakina on the main line of the C.N.R. The 

claims are accessible by bush aircraft out of Nakina.

W)RK PERFORMED

Trenching and detailed geological mapping were started on an 

outcrop area in early June and was continued into July. The results of 

this work are shown on an accompanying map.

Attention was drawn to the locality by a geophysical survey 

which outlined a strong coincident E,M.^nagnetic anomaly. This anomaly 

occurs in an area of thin overburden in a region of extensive and thick
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drift cover. Hence trenching was feasible* When this trenching revealed 

interesting copper mineralization a diamond drilling programme was initiated 

and was performed at the same time as the trenching.

The anomalous area is underlain by rocks of three main types* 

These are granite gneiss, differentiated gabbro and greenstone. The copper 

mineralization is associated mainly with the altered gabbro but some dissem 

inated chalcopyrite does occur with the adjacent gneiss and greenstone.

The granite gneiss is typically a pinkish, well foliated biotite- 

rich rock and apparently underlies most of the property both north and south 

of the gabbro-greenstone complex*

The greenstone is a dark green, chloritic to hornblendic slightly 

sheared rock. It strikes east-west and dips to the south. The greenstone 

band is several hundred feet wide.

The gabbro is intensely altered and well differentiated with 

magnetite zones and olivine zones (dunite). The gabbro is generally con 

formable with the north contact of the greenstone and is less than 100 feet 

in width. Carbonate alteration accompanies the best chalcopyrite mineral 

ization.

The following descriptions concern the four trenches put down to 

test the anomaly and mineralization. Overburden vaies from nil to over 

13 feet. All descriptions are from north to south along the trenches.

Trench jfL - Overburden to over 13 feet - abandoned due to excessive water
without reaching bedrock - mineralized (copper) gabbro boulders 
at the bottom of the trench.
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Trench #2 0-1 Greenstone.

1-15 Granite gneiss.

15 - 18 Biotitic greenstone,

18 - 23 Mineralized and altered olivine gabbro 
Cu - 0.68# 
Au - 0.005 oz/T.

23 - 26 Heavy magnetite zone.

26 - 38 Greenstone viith light patchy chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, 
pyrite and vdth biotitic phases.

38 -104 Greenstone or gneiss,quartzitic, vdth scattered red 
garnets and biotite phases.

104 -124 Greenstone, green chloritic, scattered pyrrhotite- 
chalcopyrite, hornblendic, vdth biotite phases.

124 -l64 Gneiss or quartzitic gneiss.

Trench #3 0-11 Gneiss, quartzitic, biotitic, vdth blebs of magnetite-
pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite.

11 ~ 16 Magnetite zone vdth quart z veins and light chalcopyrite- 
pyrrhotite-pyrite.

16 - 21 Altered Gabbro with light pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite-pyrite,

Trench 0-25 Gneiss, light grey, quartzitic, biotitic, scattered 
blebs of magnetite-chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The trenching, mapping and drilling programmes revealed subeconomic 

copper mineralization in an excellent geologic environment. No further work is 

recommended on the property at the present time.

Respectfully submitted,

A. B. Baldwin 
Field Geologist

Toronto, Ontario 
January 12, 1962
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INTRODUCTION

Thie report was written following the cosqpletlon of a. ground 

geophysical survey on a group of mining claims situated in Northwestern 

Ontario*

The property was staked in early 1961 by o. A. seeber mid con 

sists of 16 olaims mwberod KK-52992 to KK-23009 Inclusive*

The property is located in the Kowkash Mining Division of Ontario* 

It is situated about 3 mile B south of Petawanga Lake on the Albany River 

and about 110 idles northwest of Nakina on the main line of the C.N.R. 

The olaims are accessible by bush fdrer&ft out of Nakina*

WORK

Approxluately 10 mil* s of picket lines ware cut and chained in 

early 1961* following completion of this wolfe * ground geophysical survey 

was performed. This survey consisted of partial electrokinetic and mag 

netic techniques.

The eleotrosmgnetio method employed was thai whereby the picket 

lines wsrs traversed with a Sheridan-Kelk Kagniphase Inatrunent, The
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equipment consist B of a battery-powered transmitter coupled to a receiving 

coil by an electric cable. The epds of both the transmitter and receiver 

ooile are in the vertical plane and a constant separation of 200 feet it 

maintained by keeping the connecting cable taut tt all tinea* The receiver 

indicates the resultant of the transmitted field and thus, the response 

from any subsurface conductor*

The receiver obtains two readings!

(1) Variations in amplitude of the resultant field which is expressed 
as a percentage of the primary field*

(2) The phase difference between primary and resultant fields expressed 
in degrees*

Baglc Principles of Jfogniphage ffurveyf - One of the basic princip 

les of electromagnetic surveys is that the response from a good conductor 

ought to be mainly in phase wi|h, but opposed to, the primary field ~ 

technically in any phase. In the present system this means a reduction 

in the amplitude reading* The character of the anomaly observed en crossing 

such a target is essentially a negative peak, but in Most oases there will 

also be a pair of positive peaks, one on each side of the center, the 

total breadth of the negative peak must be at least 200 feet, if that is 

the separation between transmitter and receiver* In the case of a broad 

conducting formation, the edgetof the formation can be fairly closely 

mapped by plotting hundred feet inwards from each edge of the anomalous 

peak*

Targets of more specific Conductivity! if they respond at air,

will do so mainly in quadrature pr 90 degrees out-of-phaw with the primary
l - . ', ' 

field. In the magniphase systtitthis means 4 phase difference between

resultant and primary field without necessarily any significant change in



the amplitude. The general character of the phase anomaly is the same as 

an amplitude anomaly, and the instrument seal* readings are comparable for 

both,

Method of Plotting - On the enclosed nap of the Magniphase iujnrey the 

aaplitude has been plotted as a broken .line and the phase component as a 

solid line. The trace of the cross-line is considered as an arbitrary 

base of 200 units with a vertical scale of one inch equals 200 units for 

both degrees of phase and percent of aaplitude plotted at right angles to 

this line at the respective stations*

-' Readings were taken at 100 foot stations and plotted on a plan with 

soale of l inch to 400 feet,

The magnetic method consisted of traversing the lines on a 200 foot 

grid over the anomalous E,M* responses with a Sharpe ,A**2 Magnetometer* 

Readings were taken at 100 foot stations and plotted on a plan with scale of 

l inch to 400 feet*

The base line traverses the property at a bearing of H90*S* Picket 

lines cover the entire property at intervals of 400 feet with the exception

of Claims KK-22992, 22993, 23004 and 0005* A 200 foot grid has been out' ' "-'- " ' ' ' ' ' ; '' ; - 
over most of claims KK-22999 and 23060.

The geophysical surrey was under the supervision of O,D, Men 

who has had over seven years experience in the field operation of E. M, 

and magnetic equipment*

RgSULTS

The B*M* and magnetic survey results are shown on the accompanying 

maps.

A coincident S.M*~magnctlo anomaly has been outlined on Claim*



KK-22999 and 23000* The magnetic anomaly it over 10,000 gaas&as in 

intensity. The anomalous aroa IB about 1,200 feet in length.

The geophysical anomalies have been tested b/ trenching and 

by diamond drilling. They are caused by sulphlde*aagnetitt mineral* 

ieation with copper-nickel values.

Respectfully submitted,

A. B, Baldwin 
Field Geologist

Toronto, Ontario 
January 12, 1962
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